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Principal Report 

 

 

Dear parents/caregivers, 

I am super excited to finally see our new nature play go into its first stage of development. 

This week we saw the removal of the old perimeter fencing and the new posts start to 

go in. Keep watching this space! 

A letter has gone home regarding the renaming of our Sports Day teams. Please get the 

forms back to us, have your say! The more suggestions that come our way the more 

options you will have when it goes out to community vote. There is also a tick box on the 

letter saying whether you would like your children to stay in their team for the entirety of 

their primary schooling. Please let us know what you would like. 

Next week your child will bring home their first semester report indicating their progress 

so far in regards to academic achievement and social and emotional development. 

Please take the time to sit down and go through the report highlighting their 

achievements and areas that they can improve on. Above all I would encourage you to 

praise their effort and their ability to support and uphold the school values. If your child 

is on a One Plan you will notice that their grade is for effort only. This is due to them 

working at a different year level curriculum. 

Just a safety reminder: please use the crossings provided on Goddard and Wildwood to 

cross the road safely. It may add a minute or two to your crossing but it is much safer 

than crossing between the cars. 

In follow up to the community feedback raised to Governing Council, I hope that families 

are starting to see more communication and work highlights coming through on SeeSaw. 

The change in weather has helped us hugely with the bee and bull ant issue that we 

faced for a while. After consultation with pest control, due to the widespread network of 

tunnels that the ants create and the apprehension to use heavy chemicals in a school it 

was too difficult to get to the nests. As for the bees, they were drawn to the flowers that 

our local corellas had so kindly shredded from the trees. As there was no hive in our 

trees it would be very difficult to relocate them. As a threatened species we didn’t want 

to poison them. If and when we face this issue again, we will by then have the nature 

play up and running as a play area alternative! 

Have a great holiday break, 

Shane 

 

 

Important Dates 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Thursday 1st July 
Semester 1 

Reports sent home 
 

Friday 2nd July 
Assembly 8.45am –  B02 

End of Term 2 
Early dismissal 1.55pm 

 

Monday 19th July 
Term 3 begins 

 
Monday 26th July 
School Photos 

 
Friday 30th July 

Assembly 8.45am – R02 
SAPSASA Athletics 

 

Friday 13th August 
Assembly 8.45am  

PE/Health 
 

Monday 16th August 
Pupil Free Day 

 



 

 

  

Building resilience in kids – practical tips for parents 

 

Some kids are resilient by nature – their temperament helps them to be 
mentally and psychologically tough. You know those kids. They get straight back up 
after a setback or disappointment. Rejection in the playground doesn’t faze them. 

Unfortunately, not every child has such natural resilience. 

The good news is that most of the research shows that resilience can be nurtured and 

developed, particularly when parents themselves are resilient and they actively foster 

it in their kids. 

Resilient kids share four basic skill sets: independence, problem-solving, optimism 

and social connection.  

Building resilience – tips for parents 

From a resilience perspective parents need to coach kids through 
some of their more challenging moments and reviewing what 
they may have learned for next time. Avoid solving all their 

problems for them. 

You can promote a lasting sense of resilience in your kids by: 

 Having a positive attitude yourself. Your attitude as a parent impacts on 

their ability to bounce back from some of the difficulties they face. Make sure 
you model a ‘you can do it’ attitude for your child when he meets some of life’s 
curve balls. 

 Look for teachable moments. Many kids’ learning opportunities are disguised 
as problems. Make the most of these opportunities so that kids can grow and 

learn from some of the challenges they face. 
 Make kids active participants in the family. Active participation in a family 

develops the self-help, problem-solving and independence skills of kids that are 

necessary for resilience. 
 Build kids coping skills. There are plenty of strategies you can pass on to 

kids to help them cope when life doesn’t go their way, including acceptance, 
getting away for awhile, and normalisation. 

Promoting resilience in kids is a not a single event but a continuous process that 

requires adults to be supportive and empathetic when things don’t go their way. It 
also requires you as a parent to have an understanding of resilience, so you have 
faith in yourself, and your child’s ability to cope. 

https://www.parentingideas.com.au/product/parenting-resilience-workbook/


 

 

 


